
THE NAME OF NYPD
BRUTALITY: ANTHONY
BOLOGNA
[youtube]moD2JnGTToA[/youtube]

The Lieutenant Deputy Inspector who pepper-
sprayed a kettled, defenseless woman has been
identified as Anthony Bologna. He was IDed, in
part, by a lawyer representing one of the people
Bologna improperly arrested during the 2004 RNC.

The Guardian has learned that the officer,
named by activists as deputy inspector
Anthony Bologna, stands accused of false
arrest and civil rights violations in a
claim brought by a protester involved in the
2004 demonstrations at the Republican
national convention.

[snip]

Alan Levine, a civil rights lawyer
representing Post A Posr, a protester at the
2004 event, told the Guardian that he filed
an action against Bologna and another
officer, Tulio Camejo, in 2007. The case,
filed at the New York Southern District
Court, is expected to be heard next year.

[snip]

The lawyer said Posr was arrested on 31
August 2004, after he approached the driver
of a Volkswagen festooned with anti-abortion
slogans.

[snip]

Levine said: “Police contend that Posr hit
the man with a rolled-up newspaper. He said
he was just talking to the guy. Bologna
ordered another officer, Camejo, to arrest
Posr.”

Posr was charged with two counts of
disorderly conduct and one count of second
degree harassment, and held until September
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2. On November 8, all charges against him
were dropped.

Levine said that, in a departure from normal
police procedure, his client was held in a
special detention facility, at Pier 57,
where he and others arrested were held until
the protests were over.

It sounds like this guy is using his badge to
legally and physically abuse people whose
politics he disagrees with–someone politically
debating choice in 2004 and a woman opposing
MOTU power this weekend.

I don’t expect Ray Kelly to do anything about
such an abusive officer on his staff (in any
case, the union would presumably defend Bologna
if Kelly tried to fire him). But so long as he
remains on the force, we have a name and a face
to personify the NYPD’s brutality: Anthony
Bologna.

Update: Bologna’s rank fixed. One of the women
who got partly sprayed by him apparently
incorrectly used that rank. h/t Cynthia Kouril.


